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Thin

PYROPHYLLITES
Mielestäni teillä on söpö presidentti

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil Queen and Jack
Light

GENERALIZABLE

Hablo español como un gringo borracho
Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil Queen and Jack
Regular

MARKETABILITY
Ar thit Bricriu ar an gcarn bruscair?

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil Queen and Jack
Medium

REINVIGORATED
Non, je suis passionné par l’humour racial crétin

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil Queen and Jack
Bold

TRUSTWORTHILY

Bailas muy bien, a despecho de tus enormes naranjas
Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil Queen and Jack
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Thin Italic

WEIGHTLIFTING
Está bien, está bien, vamos a ver a tus padres
Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil Queen and Jack
Light Italic

SYLVICULTURES

Vel oo er chur sheese yn skeddan ayd foast mleeaney?
Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil Queen and Jack
Italic

MORPHOLOGISTS

El rimel se te está cayendo a pedazos

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil Queen and Jack
Medium Italic

INTERMEMBRANE

Maaf, Nona. Ada bebek di atas kepala anda
Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil Queen and Jack
Bold Italic

DEPRESSURIZED

J’aimerais bien une petite gâterie, ma jolie

Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil Queen and Jack
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Sleep Tight

Paraphernalia
fi x'ħin jiftaħ il-mużew?

Communicablenesses

TAKE A DIVE
MIÉRT NEVET - ANNYIRA ROSSZUL BESZÉLEK MAGYARUL

Šúŋkawakĥáŋ kiŋ lé iwáču kte

brainstorm
GRANTSMANSHIP
EK SÉ SVANGAN MANN TAKA OST

ETIOLOGICALLY
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Thin / Thin Italic - 9pt/12pt

When the quantity of sand to be washed does not exceed 15 to 30 cu. yds. per day the simplest method,
perhaps, is to use a hose. Build a wooden tank or box, 8 ft. wide and 15 ft. long, the bottom having a slope
of 8 ins. in the 15 ft. The sides should be about 8 ins. high at the lower end and rise gradually to 3 ft. in
height at the upper end. Close the lower end of the tank with a board gate about 6 ins. in height and sliding in grooves so that it can be removed. Dump about 3 cu. yds. of sand into the upper end of the tank and
play a 1-in. hose stream of water on it, the hose man standing at the lower end of the tank. The water and
sand flow down the inclined bottom of the tank where the sand remains and the dirt flows over the gate and
off with the water. It takes about an hour to wash a 3-cu. yd. batch, and by building a pair of tanks so that

Light / Light Italic - 9pt/12pt

When the quantity of sand to be washed does not exceed 15 to 30 cu. yds. per day the simplest method,
perhaps, is to use a hose. Build a wooden tank or box, 8 ft. wide and 15 ft. long, the bottom having a slope
of 8 ins. in the 15 ft. The sides should be about 8 ins. high at the lower end and rise gradually to 3 ft. in
height at the upper end. Close the lower end of the tank with a board gate about 6 ins. in height and
sliding in grooves so that it can be removed. Dump about 3 cu. yds. of sand into the upper end of the tank
and play a 1-in. hose stream of water on it, the hose man standing at the lower end of the tank. The water
and sand flow down the inclined bottom of the tank where the sand remains and the dirt flows over the
gate and off with the water. It takes about an hour to wash a 3-cu. yd. batch, and by building a pair of tanks

Regular / Italic - 9pt/12pt

When the quantity of sand to be washed does not exceed 15 to 30 cu. yds. per day the simplest method,
perhaps, is to use a hose. Build a wooden tank or box, 8 ft. wide and 15 ft. long, the bottom having a slope
of 8 ins. in the 15 ft. The sides should be about 8 ins. high at the lower end and rise gradually to 3 ft. in
height at the upper end. Close the lower end of the tank with a board gate about 6 ins. in height and
sliding in grooves so that it can be removed. Dump about 3 cu. yds. of sand into the upper end of the tank
and play a 1-in. hose stream of water on it, the hose man standing at the lower end of the tank. The water
and sand flow down the inclined bottom of the tank where the sand remains and the dirt flows over the
gate and off with the water. It takes about an hour to wash a 3-cu. yd. batch, and by building a pair of tanks

Medium / Medium Italic - 9pt/12pt

When the quantity of sand to be washed does not exceed 15 to 30 cu. yds. per day the simplest method,
perhaps, is to use a hose. Build a wooden tank or box, 8 ft. wide and 15 ft. long, the bottom having a
slope of 8 ins. in the 15 ft. The sides should be about 8 ins. high at the lower end and rise gradually to 3
ft. in height at the upper end. Close the lower end of the tank with a board gate about 6 ins. in height
and sliding in grooves so that it can be removed. Dump about 3 cu. yds. of sand into the upper end of the
tank and play a 1-in. hose stream of water on it, the hose man standing at the lower end of the tank. The
water and sand flow down the inclined bottom of the tank where the sand remains and the dirt flows over
the gate and off with the water. It takes about an hour to wash a 3-cu. yd. batch, and by building a pair of

Bold / Bold Italic - 9pt/12pt

When the quantity of sand to be washed does not exceed 15 to 30 cu. yds. per day the simplest method,
perhaps, is to use a hose. Build a wooden tank or box, 8 ft. wide and 15 ft. long, the bottom having a
slope of 8 ins. in the 15 ft. The sides should be about 8 ins. high at the lower end and rise gradually to 3
ft. in height at the upper end. Close the lower end of the tank with a board gate about 6 ins. in height
and sliding in grooves so that it can be removed. Dump about 3 cu. yds. of sand into the upper end of the
tank and play a 1-in. hose stream of water on it, the hose man standing at the lower end of the tank. The
water and sand flow down the inclined bottom of the tank where the sand remains and the dirt flows over
the gate and off with the water. It takes about an hour to wash a 3-cu. yd. batch, and by building a pair of
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Thin / Thin Italic - 12pt/15pt

When the quantity of sand to be washed does not exceed 15 to 30 cu. yds. per
day the simplest method, perhaps, is to use a hose. Build a wooden tank or box,
8 ft. wide and 15 ft. long, the bottom having a slope of 8 ins. in the 15 ft. The
sides should be about 8 ins. high at the lower end and rise gradually to 3 ft. in
height at the upper end. Close the lower end of the tank with a board gate about
6 ins. in height and sliding in grooves so that it can be removed. Dump about 3
cu. yds. of sand into the upper end of the tank and play a 1-in.
Light / Light Italic - 12pt/15pt

When the quantity of sand to be washed does not exceed 15 to 30 cu. yds. per
day the simplest method, perhaps, is to use a hose. Build a wooden tank or
box, 8 ft. wide and 15 ft. long, the bottom having a slope of 8 ins. in the 15 ft.
The sides should be about 8 ins. high at the lower end and rise gradually to 3
ft. in height at the upper end. Close the lower end of the tank with a board gate
about 6 ins. in height and sliding in grooves so that it can be removed. Dump
about 3 cu. yds. of sand into the upper end of the tank and play a 1-in.
Regular / Italic - 12pt/15pt

When the quantity of sand to be washed does not exceed 15 to 30 cu. yds. per
day the simplest method, perhaps, is to use a hose. Build a wooden tank or
box, 8 ft. wide and 15 ft. long, the bottom having a slope of 8 ins. in the 15 ft.
The sides should be about 8 ins. high at the lower end and rise gradually to 3
ft. in height at the upper end. Close the lower end of the tank with a board gate
about 6 ins. in height and sliding in grooves so that it can be removed. Dump
about 3 cu. yds. of sand into the upper end of the tank and play a 1-in.
Medium / Medium Italic - 12pt/15pt

When the quantity of sand to be washed does not exceed 15 to 30 cu. yds. per
day the simplest method, perhaps, is to use a hose. Build a wooden tank or
box, 8 ft. wide and 15 ft. long, the bottom having a slope of 8 ins. in the 15 ft.
The sides should be about 8 ins. high at the lower end and rise gradually to 3
ft. in height at the upper end. Close the lower end of the tank with a board gate
about 6 ins. in height and sliding in grooves so that it can be removed. Dump
about 3 cu. yds. of sand into the upper end of the tank and play a 1-in.
Bold / Bold Italic - 12pt/15pt

When the quantity of sand to be washed does not exceed 15 to 30 cu. yds. per
day the simplest method, perhaps, is to use a hose. Build a wooden tank or
box, 8 ft. wide and 15 ft. long, the bottom having a slope of 8 ins. in the 15 ft.
The sides should be about 8 ins. high at the lower end and rise gradually to 3
ft. in height at the upper end. Close the lower end of the tank with a board gate
about 6 ins. in height and sliding in grooves so that it can be removed. Dump
about 3 cu. yds. of sand into the upper end of the tank and play a 1-in.
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